what is human design?
Human Design is a logical, mechanical system that reveals the
operating manual of your unique genetic design. It is an exquisite
synthesis of Astrology, the I Ching, the Kabbalah, the Hindu-Brahmin
Chakra system, Quantum Physics, Biogenetics, Sacred Geometry, and
Modern Math. Your HD awareness experiment allows you to begin living
the life you were meant to live, instead of the one conditioned society
has taught you to live. It gives you strategies for radical self-alignment,
which helps you experience life with more fluidity and synchronicity.

If We make decisions based on
awareness of our bodygraph
We experience smoothness and ease: satisfaction,
success, peace, surprise
We also eliminate resistance: frustration, bitterness,
anger, disappointment

simple, not easy.
simple, but profound.
tour of the bodygraph
Red [Design/Unconscious/Body]:
imprint of planets 88 days before birth (last trimester)
black [Personality/Conscious/Mind]:
imprint of planets at time of birth

Aura type - determines strategy
Generators/ MG 70%, Projectors 20%, Manifestors 9%, Reflectors 1%

INNER Authority
the inner knowing/ process that is specific to you

solar plexus, sacral, splenic, self-projected, egoprojected, soundboarding, lunar cycle

Profile - the six lines
The costume you wear in this life, how you do everything
1/3, 1/4, 2/4, 2/5, 3/5, 3/6, 4/1, 4/6, 5/1, 5/2, 6/2, 6/3

the nine centers
[undefined or defined]

flow of your energy

Head - inspiration, questions
Ajna - thoughts, opinions, ideas
Throat - communication, speaking
G - identity, love, direction
Sacral - life force, motor
Root - drive, ambition, stress
Solar Plexus - emotional wave, moods, desires
Spleen - well-being, intuition, instincts
Heart/ Ego - willpower, egoism, worth, value

Channels
particular life force connecting two centers

GATES
positions of planets at time of birth (P)
and 88 days before (D)

Variables
left or right (strategic or receptive)
Top Left Arrow:
digestion
Bottom Left Arrow:
environment
Bottom Right Arrow:
perspective
Top Right Arrow:
motivation

